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Business - Data Processing

Data mining for business intelligence: concepts, techniques, and applications in Microsoft Office Excel with XL Miner/ Shmueli, Galit. c2010. Call number: 005.54 S5589a2.

Capitalists and Financiers - Biography


Debt


Economic Development


Economics – Psychological Aspects


Emergency Management – United States

Consequence management : operational principles for managing the consequence of a catastrophic incident involving chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, or high yield explosives. / CBRNE Consequence Management Task Force. 2013. Call number: 363.3497 C7555.

Employee Motivation
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**Energy Industries**


Risk and uncertainty in the changing global energy market: implications in the Gulf / Markaz. 2004. ON ORDER.

**Energy Industries – Risk Management**


**Energy Policy**

The politics and institutions of global energy governance / Graaf, Thijs van de. 2013. Call number: 333.79 G726.

**Finance - History**


**Financial Crises**


This time is different: eight centuries of financial folly / Reinhart, Carmen M. 2009. Call number: 338.542 R371.

**Global Financial Crisis**


**Globalization – Economic Aspects**
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**Green Technology**


**Industrial Management**


**Institute of Nuclear Power Operations – United States – Rules and Practice**


**International Economic Relations**

The Lexus and the olive tree: understanding globalization / Friedman, Thomas L. 2012. Call number 337 F9115.

**Internet Marketing**

Go mobile: location-based marketing, apps, mobile optimized ad campaigns, 2D codes and other mobile strategies to grow your business / Hopkins, Jeanne; Turner, Jamie. c2012. Call number: 658.872 H794.

**Investment Advisors – Corrupt Practices – United States**

No one would listen: a true financial thriller / Markopolos, Harry (with Frank Casey). c2010. Call number: 364.163 M1831ym.

**Leadership**

Death by meeting: a leadership fable-- about solving the most painful problem in business / Lencioni, Patrick, c2004. Call number: 658.456 L563.

Good to great: why some companies make the leap--and others don't / Collins, James C. 2001. Call number: 658 C7125.


Lincoln on leadership: executive strategies for tough times / Phillips, Donald T. 1993. Call number: 973.7 L736yp.


Turn the ship around!: a true story of turning followers into leaders / Marquet, L. David. Call number: 658.4092 M3574.
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**Monetary Policy**


**Nuclear Energy**


Nuclear energy / Miller, Debra A. c2010. Call number 333.7924 N9641.


Nuclear power / Zott, Lynn M.; Schier, Helga, editors. c2013. 333.7924 N9643.

**Nuclear Fuels - Management**

The nuclear fuel cycle / Tsoufanidis, Nicholas. 2013. Call number: 621.48335 T8826a3.

**Nuclear Engineering**

Nuclear firsts: milestones on the road to nuclear power development / Marcus, Gail H. c2010. Call number: 621.48309 M3222.

**Personnel Management**


**Production Engineering**


**Public Speaking**


**Radiation Safety Measures**
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**Random Variables**


Fooled by randomness: the hidden role of chance in life and in the markets / Taleb, Nassim Nicholas. 2005. Call number: 123.3 T1432.

**Renewable Energy Resources**


What will work: fighting climate change with renewable energy, not nuclear power / Shrader-Frechette, Kristin Sharon. c2011. Call number: eBook Collection, EBSCOhost database.

**Small Business Management**

The E-myth revisited: why most small businesses don't work and what you can do about it / Michael E. Gerber. 1995. Call number: 658.022 G362.

**Stocks – United States**


**Success in Business**


**Successful People**